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QUEEN’S SPEECH 2021:
AN ENERGY AND CLIMATE
SUMMARY FOR THE
PUBLIC SECTOR

T

he Government presented the Queen’s Speech
programme at the State Opening of Parliament
on 11 May, highlighting their legislative agenda
for the next parliamentary year and providing
further insight into their priorities and plans.
Unsurprisingly, this year’s programme is obviously defined
by the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, meaning much of the
Speech reinforced the need “turbocharge” the UK economy, “level
up” opportunities across the UK and to “Build Back Better”.
With COP26 just four months away, and the potential of a green
recovery central to many of the Government’s core aims, energy,
climate and the environment were key themes within the speech.
We’ve rounded up the key points for the public sector
included in the Speech below, or for a more detailed overview
of the key policy milestones and updates, you can register to
watch a live recording of Inspired Energy’s own policy expert
Georgina Penfold’s webinar at their On Demand event.

https://inspiredenergy.co.uk/landing/ondemand/

CLIMATE CHANGE, NET ZERO AND COP26
The Queen’s Speech reconfirmed the recently announced the
Sixth Carbon Budget target to reduce emissions by 78 per cent by
2035 against 1990 emissions levels, and the Government’s 10
Point Plan for green industrial investment over the next 10 years.
The speech announced a 68 per cent greenhouse gas
emissions reduction by 2030 as a Nationally Determined
Contributions (NDCs) commitment, reconfirming a
push for more ambitious global NDCs ahead of the
COP26 climate conference to be held in Glasgow.
The Government also highlighted forthcoming Heat
and Buildings, Transport Decarbonisation, and Net Zero
strategies and plans detailing the Government’s routes
to reach Net Zero by 2050, as laid out in the Energy
White Paper published in December last year.
However, despite the prominence of these themes, there
remains little detail emerging from No.10 around how it intends
to deliver its aims and meet the UK’s new and challenging
environmental targets. It will be crucial that the Government fleshes
out its aspirations with concrete plans and initiatives within this
parliamentary year to provide businesses with greater certainty and
ensure that the UK is on track to meet its environmental targets.

ENVIRONMENT BILL
The Queen’s Speech also confirmed that the UK-wide
Environment Bill, launched in January 2020, will be a
priority in the coming year. The legislation will place a duty
on Ministers to incorporate environmental considerations
into policy development, as well as set legally binding
environmental targets, which will replace current responsibilities
for environmental protection that stem from the Treaty
of the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU).
The Bill also includes requirements for environmental
improvement planning, and the establishment of an
independent Office for Environmental Protection (OEP), as
well as additional circular economy elements to promote
resource efficiency and waste minimisation, introducing
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initiatives such as producer responsibilities, product
labelling and charges for single use plastic items.

SUBSIDY CONTROL BILL
Moving away from EU State Aid rules, the Government
announced the creation of a UK-wide subsidy control system,
which includes aims to promote UK achieving net zero and
will likely continue to support environmental protection
including energy savings as a category of activity.
The overall goal of the bill is to give public authorities
the ability to tailor subsidy strategies to local needs while
fulfilling international subsidy control obligations.

SKILLS AND POST-16 EDUCATION BILL
This bill introduces a lifetime skills guarantee, including
flexible funding for higher and further education, aligned to
needs of employers to support skills in key areas, including
clean energy. It is envisaged that employers will take a
prominent role in developing skills plans with providers.

INFRASTRUCTURE AND INVESTMENT
The Government will focus on reducing Government debt,
aiming for the budget deficit to be nearly eliminated by 2025-2026.
However, it also detailed investment plans: A forthcoming
“Levelling Up” White Paper for jobs and economic recovery
will contain proposals on regeneration and investment into
regions, cities, towns and communities, including £billions of
Levelling Up Funds to boost growth and jobs across the UK,
and a specific £830million pot for a Future High Street Fund.
The Speech also detailed enterprise, jobs, and public services
investments, including for 40 new hospitals, as well as investment
in education and infrastructure such as Integrated Rail.

KEEP ABREAST OF DEVELOPMENTS
You can register and watch bitesize briefings, webinars and
live panel recordings on some of the biggest topics in energy and
sustainability in Inspired Energy’s On Demand event, including
a specific webinar on ‘Delivering a greener public sector’ along
with updates on net zero, policy and an in depth look at ESG. For
more information visit https://inspiredenergy.co.uk/landing/
ondemand/ or email wayne.brown@inspiredenergy.co.uk

ENGIE, YOUR PARTNER IN THE
NET ZERO TRANSITION
Whatever stage you are at in your net zero journey,
ENGIE offers a unique range of services and
integrated solutions to address every area
of carbon reduction.
Together we will achieve net zero.

engie.co.uk
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A HEALTHCARE ENGINEERING
ROADMAP FOR DELIVERING
NET ZERO CARBON
CHALLENGING TARGETS

A ROADMAP TO NET ZERO

While the UK Government has committed to net zero carbon
emissions by 2050, and to achieve at least a 68% reduction in
UK total greenhouse gas emissions by the end of the decade, the
NHS has been rather more ambitious; targeting net zero 10 years
earlier and an 80% reduction by 2032 against a 1990 baseline.
It potentially means that in order to meet these target
objectives, very significant changes to the delivery of energy
infrastructure and associated activities within the NHS are
inevitable and will need a very progressive delivery timetable.

If they have not already done so, organisations should
now be identifying their carbon footprint in terms of current
emissions and how these will sit with targeted reductions
within the timescales needed. The position adopted should
also take into account any planned expansion, contraction or
renewal of particular site facilities and assets. These estimates
can then feed into a carbon roadmap for each site.
This roadmap will have an energy infrastructure plan that
will consist of initial technology savings measures that are
readily available, and which can be invested in and delivered
today, followed by further future measures, that might depend
on additional investment or perhaps government funding
delivered in a second or third stage. This has recently been
facilitated by the Public Sector Decarbonisation Scheme
(PSDS) that provides grant funding for compliant technology
applications, focusing on decarbonising heat as a priority.
The ‘third phase’ of the roadmap should point towards an
end game, that positions an organisation close to the chosen
target that the roadmap is pointing to, for example the 80%
reduction by 2032 or net zero by 2040. It could be that the end
game position is going to be ultimately reliant upon technology
not yet affordable such as workable scale heat pumps or
currently unavailable infrastructure, such as hydrogen.
The road map should therefore show how we get there
progressively in stages. Careful planning now should indicate
measures we adopt today do not annex us from taking further
steps in the future, or push solutions needed now into the long
grass. It needs to be a strategy that we can build upon.

THE NHS CARBON FOOTPRINT
The targets detailed in the “Delivering a ‘Net Zero’
National Health Service1” paper published in October last
year are based upon reducing the carbon emissions from
activities represented within the NHS Carbon Footprint. This
footprint is based upon energy used within buildings, energy
used from health service owned and operated vehicles,
water consumption, refuse and waste treatment as well as
emissions associated with medical treatment procedures.
There is also an aspiration to affect the wider health service
carbon footprint that includes upstream and downstream
emissions, such as medical devices, business services, construction,
food and catering, and manufacturing of products and services
used in a hospital or the organisational supply chain.

NET ZERO
Net zero means that you have dealt with reducing
your carbon emissions as far as you are practically able
to, and the only emissions left are those that you cannot
avoid and so have to be offset. In order for real emission
reduction beyond offsets to occur, we need to make material
reductions at each of our sites, which calls for variable
levels of investment in time and money to implement.

DECARBONISING ELECTRICITY
VERSES HEAT
In the UK, the impact of greening electricity supplies has
been significant to date, with electricity carbon emissions having
decreased by approximately 75% since 2012. Whereas most
heat utilised by a typical hospital estate is delivered through
burning fossil fuels, specifically natural gas and fuel oil.
These fuels have not decarbonised by any significant amount
over the same period and alternatives such as blue and
green hydrogen are unlikely to be available as a widespread
replacement to the levels needed in the short term.
1 https://www.england.nhs.uk/greenernhs/publication/
delivering-a-net-zero-national-health-service/
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CORE FEATURES
> Anytime, anywhere, any device
> Ease of use
> Real-time monitoring
> Reliable & secure connection
> Always up-to-date

> PRIVA BUILDING OPERATOR
Your building at your fingertips
– anytime, anywhere

TARGETING REDUCTIONS
The NHS “Delivering a ‘Net Zero’ National Health Service”
paper sets out where likely savings proportions may need to come
from. It suggests that the greatest proportion of the secondary
care estate carbon reductions will have to come from optimising
existing facilities and providing them with low carbon / renewable
heat and power rather than wholesale building renewal.

>

If the investments made at each stage are strategically
planned and delivered in a way that delivers a guarantee of
continued performance and affordability, then getting close to
2030 targets and 2040 net zero become more realistic, and
a way forward more believable. From this standpoint can be
seen the benefit of strategic investment in the fundamentals of
a future-proofed energy infrastructure that can be started now
(Stages 1 and 2), and that if carefully performance managed,
will maintain savings throughout its life, and can ultimately
be adaptable and be capable of taking advantage of future
technologies as they come on stream during Stage 3 and
beyond. The various approaches and technology applications
are covered in more detail within the recently published Carbon
& Energy Fund’s Best Practice Guide “A Healthcare Engineering
Roadmap for delivering ‘Net Zero’ Carbon2”. www.cef.net
2 https://www.carbonandenergyfund.net/net-zero-carbon-guide/

Priva Building Operator is designed to make operating your
building as simple as possible.
The cloud-connected application offers real-time insight into
the status of your building systems and allows you to make
required adjustments to your building management system
(BMS) from any device, flexible and easily.

WWW.PRIVA.COM/UK
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Get your organisation seen,

go green

COP26 IS COMING AND SSE
IS A MAJOR PARTNER

A

ttention is now really turning to COP26, with David
Attenborough being appointed as the Peoples
Champion and an increased rhetoric from all political
parties. It’s now just six months until the eyes of the
world will turn to Glasgow, as global leaders and
businesses gather for the most important climate conversations
to take place since the Paris Agreement was signed in 2015. The
fact that SSE is a Principal Partner and will be involved in these
discussions, is hugely exciting for everyone in our business.
COP26 will shape the direction of climate policy for at least the
next decade. It is vital that businesses engage with this opportunity
– and we’re really proud of SSE’s active involvement and publicly
made commitments. We can’t sit back and let COP26 just happen.
We want to actively maximise the opportunities that it brings.
COP26 is coming at a critical time. The past 12 months
have seen a step change at a political level in terms of climate
action in both Ireland and the UK. The announcement of a
10-point climate plan was a real statement of intent by the
UK government regarding the road to net zero, while the
Irish Government’s commitment to enshrine its new Climate
Action Bill in law – complete with a commitment to reduce
climate emissions by 51% by 2030 – is very welcome. We’re
seeing good progress too in Northern Ireland with both a
new Climate Action Plan and Energy Strategy in the works.
Awareness about the importance of climate action is growing
all the time amongst both businesses and consumers. This presents
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a clear opportunity for SSE to power change and deliver on
our Net Zero vision by encouraging both existing and potential
customers to embrace green energy products and services.
SSE Business Energy and SSE Airtricity have a
programme of content being rolled out in the run up to
COP26, which will include our new “five practical steps
to cut carbon”. Follow our LinkedIn pages to see this
launched and updates on our preparations for COP 26.
In addition to our public commitments, staff at SSE are getting
involved in delivering our net zero vision. In conversations with
customers at appropriate touchpoints, to delivering excellent
service and expertise on our range of Energy Solutions. As
well as supporting SSE’s goal of cutting employees’ carbon
intensity through the Climate Pledge programme.
Visit https://ssebusinessenergy.co.uk/
solutions-for-business/our-solutions/ to learn
more on how SSE Business Energy can help power
change and grow your business sustainably.

COP26 is coming but
it doesn’t stop there …
let’s all work together to
make a real difference!

There’s an easier way to achieve your sustainability targets and it
doesn’t have to cost the earth.
The biggest and simplest thing you can do to green up your organisation
is to switch to truly 100% renewable electricity and carbon neutralised gas
with Ecotricity – Britain’s greenest energy company. An average business
using 30,000 kWh would reduce its carbon footprint by 6 metric tonnes
simply by switching to us.
We’re not for dividend, so we invest our profits back into building more
sources of renewable energy, including wind, solar and the UK’s first
geothermal contribution to the national grid.
We can also help your organisation operate more efficiently and cut your
carbon footprint even further. From smart meter technology to generating
your own green energy and more, we’re here to help.

Get a business quote at ecotricity.co.uk/business
Alternatively, call us on 0345 600 1994
or email business.sales@ecotricity.co.uk.

Get your free guide to
going green
Want to save your business time and
money as you work towards a Zero
Carbon future? The Ecotricity Guide
to Going Green tells you everything
you need to know about making
your business more sustainable, with
practical advice on energy savings,
transport, operations, and much more.

Download now
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OVERCOMING THE
HURDLES OF PAST
TRANSFORMATIONS
Julie Smith, Senior Consultant and
Public Sector specialist at business
change consultancy, Entec Si.

I

n the past, failed transformation projects have
created a fear of change in the Public Sector,
negatively affecting organisational culture and
sometimes leading to reputational damage. With
budget restrictions often forcing Local Authorities to
focus on reducing expenditure, the potential long-term
value of these projects can sometimes be forgotten.
Historically, a lack of understanding about the
key drivers for change, as well as understaffing, have
acted as barriers to embracing transformation. A
limited understanding of change and its impact has
also stood in the way of transformation projects being
a success. So, how can the Public Sector overcome
these hurdles whilst preserving a positive culture?
The last year has proven that change doesn’t
have to be negative. At an uncertain time, the Public
Sector was forced to focus on flexibility and quickly
adapting to Government guidelines using innovative
ways of working. Technology solutions were required
in a way they hadn’t been done before, to maintain
service continuity and over time, it became evident
that with the right tools, Local Authorities could still
be successful in terms of delivering key statutory
customer services, without a physical office presence.
This need to adapt and rethink the way the Public
Sector works has accelerated the shift towards a more
modern operating model and helped to influence the
perception of change within Local Authorities. However, in
order to build on this and continue realising improvements,
the Public Sector must adopt a more people-focused
approach. Developing a deeper knowledge of the potential
long-term benefits that change projects can deliver as well
as an understanding of the failings of past projects, can
help to drive the success of future transformation initiatives.
As well as adapting to the rapid pace of change in
the Public Sector, Local Authorities are often expected to
deliver transformation projects with reduced expenditure
and inadequate resources. These factors, along with
short deadlines for delivering improvements, can affect
organisational culture and negatively impact people’s
perceptions of change. Organisational change takes
time, so the need to have a robust strategy in place
from the start of the project should not be overlooked.
Potential complications should be anticipated early
on, so realistic and achievable timelines can be set.
During the planning stage, a clear understanding of
what the project is aiming to achieve, and how that
can be delivered, also needs to be established.
Due to the fast-evolving nature of the Public Sector
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landscape, employees
often have the
misconception that
transformation
projects always result
in job losses. For
this reason, clear
communication
about what change
means when crafting
and delivering
improvements
can help to
prevent misunderstandings. Having open and honest
messaging will also ensure that employees understand
and appreciate the goals from the outset. What is
more, involving staff in all stages of the project can
help to secure their buy-in with the project’s objectives
and encourage a positive view of transformation.
Offering employee consultations as part of
organisational development activity can be a particularly
effective way of understanding employee attitudes
to change initiatives and defining responsibilities.
By fostering an environment of accountability and
through clear communication, from managers down
to individual employees, Local Authorities can work to
create an organisation that thrives on positive change.
Transformation is not something that can be
achieved overnight, and Local Authorities should
implement processes that can be continually assessed
and tweaked over a period of time to ensure its results
are long-lasting. Inviting employers and employees
alike to partake in honest and open discussions is
also key to achieving project goals. Encouraging
local citizens to be involved in conversations is also
a good way to create a positive perception of the
sector and establish trust within the community.
As we begin the return to some form of normality,
after what has been a turbulent time, the public will be
looking at Local Authorities to create job opportunities
and help restore communities. In order to achieve this,
it is crucial that the Public Sector assesses the systems
they introduced during the pandemic and look to see
how they can continue to build on them moving forward.
In order to adapt to the new normal and succeed in
delivering positive improvements, Local Government
organisations must continue to focus on flexibility,
while improving employee wellbeing and making the
most of digital technologies. https://entecsi.com/

About our MRF

RECYCLE
WITH US

•
•
•
•

London’s largest undercover MRF
Open 24/7, 364 days a year
Flexible contract terms
Capacity to process 650,000
tonnes of material annually
• Powered by 4,000 solar panels
• Specialise in sorting local council’s
mixed recyclables
• Contingency options available

Lockdowns have resulted in pressure on local authorities to manage an
influx of waste. We currently have capacity available to accept single or
mixed recyclable material at our MRF in East London. Our location offers the
ideal solution for your tipping requirements.

Get In Contact Now
Lea Riverside
Twelvetrees Crescent
London, E3 3JG

www.bywaters.co.uk
020 7001 6000
enquiries@bywaters.co.uk
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TEAM Energy Consultants
Independent and honest advice
from experts you can trust

HAVEN POWER’S
2021 GUIDE TO
THIRD PARTY COSTS

T

hird Party Costs (TPCs), also called non-energy
or non-commodity costs, make up around
60% of a typical energy bill. These costs help
to pay for the cost of generating power, as
well as the infrastructure needed to get that
power from when it’s generated to where it’s used.
Depending on your contract and your energy supplier,
the way these costs are charged to you can change.
The pandemic – and the measures taken to restrict its
impact – posed a unique challenge for the energy network.
A sharp drop in energy demand during the first
national lockdown, and high levels of generation
from renewable sources, made balancing the
grid more difficult – and more expensive.
This was just one of the challenges the network
faced. The impacts of the coronavirus pandemic
will continue to be felt in 2021 and beyond.
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Their guide details the changes that they
expect to see over the coming charging years
across the following non-commodity costs:
• Transmission Network Use of System (TNUoS)
• Balancing Services Use of System (BSUoS)
• Distribution Use of System (DUoS)
• Renewables Obligation (RO)
• Capacity Market (CM)
• Contracts for Difference (CfD) and
Feed-in Tariff (FiT) mechanisms
Download their latest Third Party Costs guide
to see their most recent forecasts and understand
how upcoming changes to non-energy costs could
affect you. https://campaign.havenpower.
com/third-party-costs-april-2021

 Consultancy

 Software

 Tenant Billing

 Bureau

Contact us today on 01908 690 018 or
visit our website at www.teamenergy.com
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OFGEM’S TARGETED CHARGING
REVIEW MAY BE DELAYED,
BUT IT’S NOT GOING AWAY
Ofgem’s Targeted Charging Review (TCR) initiative
aims to modernise the electricity network and
transform the management of the National Grid.

T

he changes which address the way Distribution and
Transmission charges are allocated are expected to save
consumers between £4-5bn over the period to 2040.
Despite the ambitious cost saving forecasts, the move
isn’t without controversy. The Transmission charges alone
could see thousands added to the cost of business’ electricity bills.
Critics from the renewable energy sector argue the reforms present
a major obstacle to the future of solar and wind power deployment,
and undermine the business case for solar PV and batteries.
Recently Ofgem announced that the Transmission charge
reforms would enter consultation with a view to delay their
introduction until April 2023. The changes to the Distribution
charges will still be introduced from April 2022.
For many, the expected delay in the Transmission charges will
be welcome. While industry waits for the decision, for organisations
that haven’t already, it’s time to consider the impact the initiative
will have. For many, without taking steps to mitigate the effects, the
expectation is the developments will see their associated electricity
costs increase. That’s why it is important to act now, as although,
the review may be delayed, the changes are still on their way.

UNAVOIDABLE CHANGE
The reforms proposed through the Targeted Charging Review while
divisive, have becoming increasingly necessary. As the journey to net
zero gains momentum, more and more businesses are looking to
migrate away from heavy polluting fossil fuels and utilising technology
and innovation – mostly powered by electricity – to reduce their carbon
emissions. Many organisations are implementing renewable onsite
generation, such as solar panels and wind turbines to support this. In
recent years there has been a surge in the use of electric vehicles, all of
which creates a variable change in demand on the electricity network.
To deliver an economically efficient system that keeps up with
the demands of an evolving energy landscape, there needs to
be investment in the network infrastructure. The reforms make
savings, and create investment to develop the infrastructure that will
underpin the delivery of a smart grid. A grid that harnesses clean
tech and software, and supports the provision of a net zero future.
With that future in mind, these changes need to happen.
It is true though that the reforms have been criticised for their
approach to decarbonisation. With claims from the renewable sector
that the changes do not go far enough to support organisations
in adopting renewable technology for on-site generation.
The question about the effect of removing the incentives for
demand reduction has also been raised. Moving to a fixed cost
charging methodology will penalise organisations with high energy
consumption who have taken steps to reduce their energy demand
through energy storage or onsite generation. This it is argued, will drive
up costs for renewable generation and storage technologies, leading
to a reduction in investment, and so a slower up take in the solutions.
There is also the impact of the probable increase in the Triads, the
periods of peak demand, especially during winter, as organisations
employing demand reduction tactics will no longer be able to do so.
Some large-scale businesses with high demand, utilise Triad avoidance
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solutions, such as
load shifting or
operating on-site
generation during
Triad periods, in
order to mitigate high
consumptions costs during these times.
While preventing Triad avoidance is one of the reasons
for the TCR, the practice does help prevent surges in those
periods of peak demand. With the reduction of Triad avoidance
measures, there will be new spikes in demand, leading to
tight electricity margins over winter when demand is high.

DON’T WAIT TO TAKE ACTION
The most important point to note for any organisation
concerned about the impact of the TCR on their operational
costs, is to know that the charging methodology in large
is based on their Available Supply Capacity (ASC).
Generally, organisations that have low Available Capacity and do
not operate Triad avoidance may see a reduction in their Distribution
and Transmission costs as a result of the changes. Organisations that
do not have an ASC, and so are charged an all-inclusive unit rate
will not see any direct change until their electricity contract renewal.
However, large organisations that are utilising Triad avoidance
will be most impacted as under the new scheme they will no
longer be able to reduce their costs through these measures.
If your organisation is going be affected by the upcoming
changes to the network charges, you have probably been
considering solutions to offset the costs, or looking at the
budget to see where you can move around funds.
The simplest and most effective action to take to mitigate
the impact of the charges, starting with the Distribution
reforms coming into April 2022, is to review your ASC
and ensure it is optimised for your energy demands.
In our experience, many organisations that have an Available
Capacity, will not have reviewed it for many years. This means it is set
at a level that does not consider current fluctuations in their demand
and changes to their operations, such as reduced or increased
infrastructure or the introduction of renewable on-site generation.
By optimising your ASC, you can ensure you are being correctly
allocated Distribution and Transmission charges, or you may
move into a lower charging band by decreasing your Available
Capacity, and so reducing the cost to your organisation.
Although the first tranche of changes is being introduced by Ofgem
in April 2022, it may be tempting to wait for the Transmission rates
to be published before taking any action. However, this will inevitably
be delayed by the Transmission charge consultation, pushing back
any savings you could be making from reviewing your ASC now.
Speaking to organisations affected by the TCR, we’re
recommending they bring forward plans to optimise their
ASC ahead of the Distribution charges to start making cost
savings, with a view to schedule a further review before the
Transmission charges are introduced. www.teamenergy.com

REDUCE HOT WATER &
HEATING CO₂ BY UP TO

70%
L70 ASHP

- UK designed
- Extracts usable heat
from air, even at -20°C
- Heats water up to 60°C to
offset energy demands

Talk to us abour Air Source Heat Pumps to supply
hot water for accommodations, catering,
therapy spas, pools & heating large spaces
Call us on 01252 551 540 www.adveco.co
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LEISURE ENERGY POWERS UP
FOR THE GRANT FROM THE
£1BILLION PUBLIC SECTOR
DECARBONISATION FUND

E

nergy and utilities
within leisure facilities
are well known to be
the second highest
expenditure item and
can account for up to 30% of
the total running cost. Leisure
and sports centres will have
an extensive programme of
activities which are supported by
a wide selection of equipment
for their fitness suites, sports
hall and swimming pools
which use high levels of energy.
In addition, operators need
to maintain the plant and
machinery which keeps the
building alive and kicking.
This equipment includes the
boilers for the thermal heating
of swimming pools, air handling units to increase ventilation
rates and improve atmospheric warming and cooling, and
lighting systems to ensure high levels of visibility for customers
within the site. This will result in high energy consumption
and subsequently high levels of carbon emissions from the
buildings and thus a high carbon footprint. According to
government figures, a typical large centre1 with full leisure
facilities of 16,000m2 will emit over 2,750 tonnes of carbon
dioxide equivalent every year. Over the last few years
Leisure Energy has been installing new technologies to help
the operators of these facilities reduce their energy usage
thereby lowering their carbon footprint and contributing to
the reduction of their buildings’ effects on climate change.
Towards the end of 2020, as a consequence of the effects of
coronavirus on the economy and to encourage green investment
to support the Government’s net zero and clean growth
goals for climate change, The Department for Environment,
Industry and Sustainability (BEIS) set up a £1bn Public Sector
Decarbonisation Fund (PSDS) in the form of a grant. This 100%
grant was available to all Public Sector bodies such as the
NHS, schools and universities and the emergency services.
Local Authorities who own public leisure facilities across
the UK were eligible to apply to the fund in order to invest in
capital energy saving projects at their centres. As many of the
buildings within the leisure sector are over 40 years old, the
money can be allocated to help the operators lower carbon
emissions within their facilities by replacing the wasteful,
inefficient plant and machinery with new state of the art
energy efficient equipment. Upgrading plant and machinery
1 Calc. typical usage from Stour DEC 575 kWh/m²/annum gas and 263
575 kWh/m²/annum elec with 0.184 and 0.2556 kgCO2/kWh factors
2 https://www.ashford.gov.uk/news/latest-news/stourpower-boost-for-refurbished-leisure-centre/
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We choose
to go to the
moon, not
because it
is easy,
but because
it is hard
John F Kennedy

is now becoming a “have to do” element of maintaining
centres in order to keep them alive and customer focussed.
Leisure Energy’s role has been paramount in assisting
some of these Local Authorities to secure a total of over £17
Million of funding across 14 sites. Leisure Energy provided an
objective summary of how the leisure facilities consume energy
and advised on the technologies which were required to both
reduce their consumption and modernise and give longevity to
ageing buildings. Examples of these authorities include Ashford
Borough Council2 and Derbyshire Dales District Council3.
The equipment to be installed at these projects
will include air source heat pumps which will provide
decarbonised heat to the building replacing the existing gas
fired heating plant, photo voltaic solar panels to generate
electricity to provide power to the heat pumps, pool hall
air handling systems to maintain the air quality and led
light fittings to conserve energy. Bespoke measures have
been selected for each of the facilities at which we will be
working, dependent on the level of need for replacement
and the levels of benefit in terms of carbon reduction.
The reduction in carbon emissions will differ across
the centres but the total savings that these projects are
expected to realise will be in the region of 3,570 tonnes
which is the equivalent to taking 1879 cars off the road
or the CO2 emissions of heating 1553 homes.
Several of the projects will be delivered in partnership with
Alliance Leisure, the UK’s leading Leisure Development Partner
for the public sector, via the UK Leisure Framework which is
owned by Denbighshire County Council and managed by
Denbighshire Leisure. https://www.leisure-energy.com/

Our world’s changed and
one thing’s clear: we can’t
go back to how things were.
We’re determined to create
a better future for everyone
with 100% renewable source
electricity* for businesses.
As part of Drax we’ve also
made a commitment to be
carbon negative by 2030.
We’re making these big changes
so it’s easier for your business
to be more sustainable.

Switch to sustainable business electricity from Haven Power
www.havenpower.com/ourplanet

Our planet. It’s all of our business
3https://www.derbyshiredales.gov.uk/your-council/news-and-publications/
latest-news/3275-energy-funding-granted-to-ashbourne-leisure-centre

*Over the term of the contract, on average, electricity produced from renewable source electricity as evidenced by a guarantee of origin issued under
(or recognised for the purposes of) the Electricity (Guarantees of Origin of Electricity Produced from Renewable Energy Sources) Regulations 2003.
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DRIVE DOWN CARBON
EMISSIONS WITH A STRONG
HVAC SERVICE AND
MAINTENANCE STRATEGY
Paul Osborne, Aermec’s Service
Manager looks at how a robust
HVAC service and maintenance
strategy in place can drive down
carbon emissions in buildings
and that attention to detail
and preventative measures
can have a considerable
impact on performance levels
and energy consumption.

I

t is estimated that office buildings waste up to £60million
per year, one of the most effective ways for facilities and
buildings managers to minimise the impact on climate
change and boost their eco-credentials is to overhaul their
HVAC service and maintenance strategies and keep systems
fully maintained. By taking steps to increase efficiencies and scale
down energy usage they can help mitigate increases emissions,
carbon footprints and minimise the environmental impact.
Whether the facility is an office complex, school or
hospital, HVAC service and maintenance can ensure any
problems are addressed swiftly to prevent uninterrupted
operation of buildings or mission critical sites.
Chillers and AHUs can be kept operating at peak
performance levels by having annual pre-season check-ups
which means having a robust PPM strategy in place. Service
engineers are always busier in the summer and winter months,
so it pays to have cooling systems checked in the spring
and heating in the autumn. Some buildings do both.
There is no ‘silver bullet’ or one size fits all approach
when it comes to reducing emissions, but annual HVAC
preventative maintenance programmes (PPM) should include
a wide range of measures, such as lubricating all moving
parts, lack of lubrication can lead to friction in motors
which could see a rise in electricity usage and the tightening
of electrical connections to ensure the safe operation of
systems and maximise the life of major components.
Many tasks can be tackled by service engineers on site
such as changing filters, tightening or replacing seals, checking
thermostats and electrical components, but where larger potential
issue have been flagged, these may require a separate service visit.
When it comes to cooling specifically one of the tasks often
overlooked is coil cleaning and the cleaning of evaporators.
An ASHRAE study showed that cleaning coils could improve
energy efficiencies. Yet all too often cleaning the coils on air
cooled chillers and condensers are disregarded in a bid to cut
costs – dirty coils can increase compressor energy consumption
by as much as 30% but can also compromise heat transfer.
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Over time contaminants can build up on the surface of the
coils of the heat exchanger and will start to act as an insulator,
decreasing the available surface area for heat transfer, resulting
in excessive energy consumption, poor system performance
and the life of HVAC equipment will be shortened.
Compressors also require attention. Some
components need to be replaced every few years
in order to extend the life of the compressor.
Checking refrigerant levels are another essential – too
little or too much will make systems less efficient, increase
energy usage and reduce the life of your equipment. It pays
to test for leakages too which can damage the environment,
but make running systems more costly and less reliable.
Some chillers have been in situ for in excess of 20
years. Their longevity lays testament to the effectiveness
of a good service and maintenance programme.
However, there comes a point when a compressor has
expired and not only is it more cost effective to replace the
entire product but newer technologies can result in impressive
energy savings, pay backs depending on the site and installation
requirements and a reduction in carbon footprints.

www.energymanagermagazine.co.uk

THE ONLY PUBLIC
SECTOR ENERGY
JOURNAL
Newer
technologies
require just as
much attention
as older systems.
Chiller technology
has advanced
considerably.
Systems that
have a high
SEER rating can
when forced to run harder than is necessary, lose much
of their effectiveness, scheduling regular inspections can
maximise investments and ensure optimal performance.
Ductwork is a huge part of an HVAC system
and play an important role in any HVAC system. It
transports the air breathed by a building’s occupants,
poor quality air can not only result in sick building
syndrome - dry eyes and sore throats – but can also
affect the transmission of bacteria and viruses.
Once installed ductwork can’t be easily changed,
it has no built-in redundancy either, so it pays to
design and install ductwork effectively and consider
whether systems with UV technology can be retrofitted
to buildings requiring hygienic air flows.
All HVAC systems are designed for a small amount of
system volume leakage. But high leakage levels can result
in AHUs using more energy, running for longer periods
and also faster to try and maintain pressure. Efficiency
can also be compromised with hot and cold spots.
Other than dampers, ductwork has no moving
parts ensuring maintenance is straightforward and
inexpensive. But checks for air tightness should be
carried out as leakages can result in lower flow rates or
and/or indicate blocked air flow passages which can
influence the IAQ and affect performance levels.
Keeping Energy Performance Certificates updated (EPCs
are valid for 10 years), regular inspections of kit and making
sure all your assets are accurately recorded, verified and
accredited by the appropriate body such as BREEAM can
all help boost the environmental credentials of buildings.
A good HVAC service and maintenance strategy is more
critical than ever. It can improve the performance equipment,
reduce maintenance costs, deliver greater efficiencies and
life cycle costs but more importantly, reduce the impact on
the environment. Tel: 020 3008 5940 www.aermec.co.uk

Register now to
receive your digital
issue of Energy
Manager Magazine
FREE of charge

energymanagermagazine.
co.uk/ subscribe
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LOCAL AUTHORITIES MUST
INVEST IN CLOUD-BASED
BUILDING AUTOMATION TO
TACKLE CLIMATE CRISIS
A recently published
report published by
UK100, a network of
local government leaders
concludes local authorities
need more support to
tackle the climate crisis.

P

riva UK, whose energy management
technology is deployed in many municipal
buildings in the UK and mainland
Europe, welcomes the findings of The
Powershift Report, but believes targeted
investment in building automation software is vital
if Net Zero emissions targets are to be achieved.
As around 27% of global carbon emissions are generated
in the operational phase of a building’s life-cycle, Priva sees
cost-effective, cloud based energy management tools as key to
carbon management and cost-efficient building operations.
The Powershift Report, which contains interviews with
local authorities’ employees, experts and stakeholders,
found that local authorities are viewed as ‘key to bringing
the UK closer to net-zero emissions’. It also highlights the
fact that many local councils are ‘already under-resourced
and over-worked’ and for smaller authorities, are ‘just
managing’ to fulfil their duties takes all their resources.

COST EFFICIENCIES
Priva’s UK & Ireland General Manager Gavin Holvey
is not surprised by these findings, but warns that time
is of the essence if under-resourced Local Authorities
are to stand a change of meeting their carbon goals
as part of the UK’s ambitious climate plans.
“Cloud-based building automation technologies
offer a fundamental building block for more
effective energy management,” he says. “Moving to
cloud means local authorities are investing in cost
(and carbon) efficiency for the long-term.”
For local authority sustainability professionals, Priva sees
the benefits of moving to the cloud falling into three main
groups: resource optimisation, ease of management, and
access to upgrades and maintenance. Simply put, local
authorities who shift some or all of their building IT activities
to the cloud can dramatically reduce the cost requirements
of having their own storage and processing systems – not
to mention the often sizeable rack-rooms they occupy.
“Regarding ease of management, this is especially
relevant to public sector facility managers. For instance, they
can use cloud-based tools to track and store data related
to key building systems such as heating, lighting and air
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quality. The opportunity to access this data remotely means
that they can adjust settings and improve occupant comfort
anytime, anywhere and on any device,” says Gavin Holvey.

POWER TO THE CLOUD
Moving to the cloud also gives building managers access
to more powerful processing than would frequently be the
case in on-premise systems. As a result, it is possible for more
parameters and data fields to be analysed simultaneously –
allowing FMs to form a more rounded picture of how a building
is performing. In particular, this can lead to the identification
of energy wastage and, therefore, further cost savings.
Thirdly, cloud services are much easier to upgrade and
maintain. Work with an established partner and they will
take control of updates and maintenance, ensuring that
you can take advantage of additional features as soon
as they become available. “The leading cloud technology
vendors are continually looking to streamline workflows
and improve efficiency – just one reason why we at Priva
use Microsoft’s renowned Azure platform as the basis of
all our cloud-based services”, advises Gavin Holvey.
Priva believes that because the cloud services sector is
increasingly competitive, with both global players and smaller
specialists joining the fray, accessing cloud services will continue
to fall. This will also result in more features being offered up
to customers as vendors look to differentiate themselves.

CALL TO ACTION
“The Powershift Report’s authors urge the Government to
give local authorities more powers and resources to put the
country on the path to meeting its climate targets by 2050. We
support this view and want to assure our public sector users that
practical, achievable measures within their built environment
estates can make a huge contribution to overall goals. For
anyone looking to make that transition, we’re ready and
willing to help make that happen.” https://www.priva.com/

REFURBISHMENT
OF SOUTH SHIELDS
LANDMARK A SUCCESS
FOR EMBODIED CARBON

A

refurbishment and upgrade of an historic
building in the heart of South Shields
exemplifies how organisations can reduce
their carbon footprint by finding new uses
for existing buildings, thereby retaining their
existing embodied carbon, rather than progressing down
the more wasteful and certainly less environmentally
friendly route of demolition and new build.
Designed by Newcastle-based JDDK Architects
Ltd, the refurbishment of the Riddicks Building
has been undertaken by contractors, Bowmer
+ Kirkland on behalf of South Tyneside Council
and Muse Developments as part of the £100m
regeneration of South Shields town centre.
Originally constructed in 1907 for high end
grocer, Miller & Co, with a later three storey 20th
Century concrete extension added in the mid 1960s,
the ornate building occupies a highly prominent
position in the centre of the town and comprises
basement, ground and two upper floors with a wrap
around shop front and bay windows at first floor.
An attractive cupula and roof level gable elements
add to the prominence of the building. The building
was occupied by Hintons, one of the region’s first
supermarkets, until the 1980s when Riddicks Shoes
took over the ground floor with Racks Snooker Hall
occupying the remaining space. The building was
purchased by South Tyneside Council in 2014 with
JDDK appointed in 2019 to design the refurbishment.
JDDK Director and Project Architect, Adam Vaughan,
explained the scheme and its significance not only to the
town’s regeneration but also as an example of sustainable
renovation, “Whilst the original C19th Riddicks building
was locally listed, there was no such protection for the
adjacent extension which had been condemned as having no
architectural merit so there was a school of thought that this
should be demolished, with refurbishment investment focused
on constructing a new extension to the Riddicks building.”
“However, given the climate crisis and that the construction
industry is responsible for 49% of carbon emissions in the
UK, and if we are serious about realising the Government’s
target of achieving net zero emissions by 2050, then as an
industry we have to look at our existing buildings, realise
the huge amount of embodied carbon they represent and
think of alternative strategies to demolition and rebuild.
“If we had demolished the concrete frame section and
replaced it with a similar newbuild footprint then this would
have created approximately 300 tonnes of carbon emissions
using current benchmarks. It’s therefore not hard to see why
it makes more sense to retain as many buildings as possible
whilst there is also an advantage of finding new uses for
old buildings as a way of maintaining our built heritage.
“Working closely with engineer CK21 and contractor
Bowmer + Kirkland, the refurbishment to the 1960s extension

The refurbished Riddicks Building in South Shields.

has involved structural repairs to the concrete frame and
then replacing the old stone façade with a new modern and
sympathetic brick and stone façade including cavity insulation
to provide a better townscape response that the old building.
Additional energy efficiency works were also carried out to
the buildings in preparation for fit out works. Upgrading
the original building’s C19th fabric included tanking to the
basement, new timber shop front and glazing, lighting circuit,
partial perimeter heating, new windows and insulation.”
The refurbished building is now a ‘shell scheme’ being
marketed by @Retail which could be used as a variety of
businesses including retail, office, restaurant and leisure
and says the council may also consider alternative uses
such as a public house, boutique Hotel and residential
use for the upper floor subject to permission.
A South Tyneside Council spokesperson added,
“The former Riddicks shop is a much-loved part of
South Shields town centre and it was always part of
our regeneration plans to incorporate this landmark
building of architectural merit into the town’s future.
“With this in mind, we have refurbished the building,
retaining its distinctive façade and frontage, and we are looking
forward to hearing investors’ and entrepreneurs’ proposals
for the site going forward.” https://www.jddk.co.uk/
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LET’S EVOLVE OUR
BUILDINGS FROM BEING
PASSIVE STRUCTURES,
TO INTERACTIVE AND
REACTIVE SYSTEMS

T

Bernard Hornung,
Head of Operations
Buildings of
Coltraco Ultrasonics

oday, and in fighting this awful virus,
it has never been more pertinent to
test room integrity, for airtightness. A
building that is not airtight cannot be
properly mechanically ventilated. Now
is the time to build tight, ventilate right.
Until the outbreak of this global pandemic there
was plenty of frustration around the slow pace of
technology adoption within the built environment.
Whilst other industries had made good progress,
teams of builders were struggling to meet minimum
building performance standards. Inefficient processes
left much room for improvement. New homes often
fail to meet low-energy targets, and to satisfy residents
with fundamental issues such as ease of use, summer
comfort and energy costs. There is far too little
Building Performance Evaluation (BPE) happening
routinely on projects to close the performance gap.

HOW COVID-19 CHANGED
OUR BUILDING SECTOR
The pandemic can be credited with pushing the
construction industry in the right direction. Many
processes have changed and there is no need to go
back to the way it was. The technological advances
that would have happened over the next few decades,
have now been achieved, due to the pandemic’s
dramatic acceleration of technology adoption.
Most buildings are tested for airtightness, air
permeability, and air leaks with outdated and intrusive
technology, making tests difficult, time consuming and
expensive. Yet it is critical to quickly locate and accurately
quantify air leaks in rooms and buildings. There is now
a unique solution from Coltraco Ultrasonics who have
brought testing for airtightness, and air permeability
into the 21st Century. Air leaks with a diameter as
small as 0.5mm can now be detected and quickly
located with the Portascanner® AIRTIGHT 520.

BUILDINGS, AIRTIGHTNESS
AND VENTILATION
In March 2020, the world as we knew it
fundamentally and suddenly changed, however,
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a leak, quantify the leak site, calculate the air flow rate through
it, and generate an air permeability value for the room. You
can then take accurate remedial action where necessary, and
have full confidence in both the airtightness of your room, and
the effectiveness of your ventilation in circulating clean air.  

SOLVING THE PROBLEM OF CLEAN AIR
Human Resources and Facilities Management Teams
are tasked with keeping buildings and spaces comfortable,
sustainable, efficient, safe, healthy and well maintained,
and this list keeps growing as buildings, including residential
buildings are expected to deliver more. More can include
addressing the effects of Climate Change by making a
building more energy efficient. More after this pandemic
will include a critical appraisal of indoor air quality.
Seventy per cent of the world’s population spends an
estimated 90% of its time indoors, and the World Health
Organisation estimates that in 2020 there were more than
6 million premature deaths due to air pollution much of
it attributed to poor IAQ. Digitalisation has the power to
evolve buildings from being fixed passive structures into
highly interactive and richly informative systems. Homes
are becoming more autonomous, so that the mechanical
components inside of the spaces created can ensure that
occupants are safer, healthier and more comfortable.

ADDRESSING AIR POLLUTION

innovation continued to evolve and thrive. There was an
urgent requirement within the NHS to prevent infection spread
in hospitals and contain the virus by maintaining negatively
pressurised ICU Wards and ensuring their airtightness. UK
Government put out a COVID-19 emergency response
grant through InnovateUK for technology to help the NHS.
In June 2020 Coltraco Ultrasonics was one of the winners.
The grant was for adapting their already award-winning
watertight integrity technology into technology suitable
for room airtight testing. Like many businesses, Coltraco
Ultrasonics was transformed by the pandemic. In just 8
months Coltraco Ultrasonics had successfully designed and
manufactured two innovative solutions to help the NHS and
healthcare settings with infection control and the building
sector to ensure effective ventilation through airtightness.
Following from this need to contain the spread of airborne
diseases, Coltraco Ultrasonics swiftly saw the demand for
this leak detection technology to be re-designed for the built
environment. Portascanner® AIRTIGHT 520 is a new solution to
ensure that buildings are airtight so that people can be confident
that they are returning to “safe buildings” and “safe working”
by properly ventilating them. This is to ensure that all ventilation
systems are operating effectively, and thereby enhance indoor
air quality (IAQ) which has now become a poignant issue.
No alternative leak measuring technologies measure the
leak size directly, but instead infer it from pressure differences
of airflow measurements, which are assumed to be taken at
constant temperature and pressure, something that in reality,
is never the case. This means that alternative technologies
have inaccuracies that may be minimised, but not eliminated
entirely, by highly skilled operators using manual calculators.
For the first time, with minimal training, the user can locate

Air filtration has never been considered a hot topic,
but reflecting on what we know now, perhaps it should have
been. Air quality plays an important role in our physical and
mental health, and with COVID-19 good air filtration could
mean the difference between sick and healthy, and in some
cases, life and death. A fundamental requirement for energy
efficient mechanical ventilation and for effective air filtration
is achieving a minimum level of air tightness in buildings.
Air pollution is an increasing concern, as is maintaining an
adequate level of Oxygen within the built environment.
The air we breathe is made up of multiple gases, however

for a human to function
normally the air must contain
enough oxygen. Under
normal atmospheric pressure
we normally inhale air that
contains 20.9% oxygen; if
this falls even by one or 2
%, then functionality starts to
become more laborious and
the environment turns hypoxic,
meaning that oxygen levels are low and could be harmful. Humans
like fires need to have a constant and assured level of oxygen,
and as we consume oxygen, more must be delivered to us.

THE LINK BETWEEN PANDEMICS
AND BUILDING VENTILATION
The design choices being programmed into buildings right
now will be with us for years to come. This is a good thing
because of the increased emphasis being placed upon, “Build
tight, ventilate right.” COVID-19 will not be the last pandemic
disease we will suffer, but our spaces will be better prepared
for when the next one strikes. Frequent, regular and periodic
testing for air tightness, air permeability, and quickly locating and
quantifying air leaks in buildings, so that immediate remedial
action may be taken, is now possible. Indoor air quality is a key
issue in building design for homes, offices, hospitals, schools
and factories. Our living and workplaces, be they at our homes
or elsewhere, are where we need to be safe and productive.
This pandemic has shown the true value of good ventilation
systems in buildings. There is a newfound respect for a hitherto
poorly understood area of building engineering services. As
we move on from a Government rescue plan to a Government
recovery plan, an essential component of “Build back better,”
should include frequent, regular, and periodic, mandatory testing
for air tightness in the built environment. Thanks to Coltraco
Ultrasonics and their Portascanner® AIRTIGHT 520 this is now
a faster, better and cheaper process. www.coltraco.co.uk
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influence on thermal insulation in summer and
winter. At the same time, the look of the façade
is becoming increasingly important. In the
industrial and commercial sector, for instance,
the building envelope is gradually becoming
part of the expression of a company’s identity.
This calls for façade solutions that meet
both thermal and visual requirements.

HIGH THERMAL PROTECTION
As a manufacturer of translucent
polycarbonate façade and roofing systems,
Rodeca GmbH from Mülheim an der Ruhr has
developed a translucent building element that
meets both requirements. The 60-millimetrethick PC 2560-12 panel with a building width of
50 centimetres has twelve layers and achieves
a U-value of 0.77 watts per square meter
and kelvin (W/m2K). This is due to the high
number of air chambers within the panel. The
element is therefore suitable for buildings where
the requirements for thermal insulation are
particularly high. In its standard configuration,
the PC 2560-12 element is combined with
a thermally broken framing system that
minimizes thermal bridges and heat loss.

GREAT DURABILITY AND
FIRE PROTECTION

PC 2560-12 allows the façade to be
fully utilized as a design element.
Photo: Börner GmbH

THERMAL PROTECTION
AND DESIGN WITHOUT
COMPROMISE
PC 2560-12 combines
functionality and design diversity

W

ith PC 2560-12, Rodeca GmbH has developed
a translucent building element that ensures
particularly effective thermal insulation. The
panel has a U-value of 0.77 watts per square
metre and Kelvin (W/m2K). In conjunction
with the thermally broken framing system, it meets particularly
high energy requirements. The polycarbonate panels also offer
added value for planners and architects when it comes to façade
design: Not only are they translucent, but they can also be
produced in any colour or colour combination. As a result, the
panels can be used in a variety of unique and creative ways.
Today, more than ever, architecture is planned and
implemented from an energy perspective. In this context, the
façade plays an important role. After all, it has a significant

In the “Color” or “DuoColor”- design series the translucent construction elements
can be produced in any colour or colour combination. Photo: Rodeca GmbH
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Polycarbonate – a crystal-clear
thermoplastic material – is the material used
for production and it provides the panel with
its specific properties. These include resistance
to weathering such as sunlight and hail, a
temperature resistance range from minus 40
to a maximum of 130 degrees Celsius, and
very high impact strength. The panels are
classified as class B-s1, d0 according to EN
13501 and are therefore classed as hardly
flammable. As a result, they are not only a
durable but also safe solution when used as
façade cladding. With the DIBt general building
authority approval, PC 2560-12 also meets the
high standards of German building products.

INDIVIDUAL DESIGN
The characteristic feature of the panels is their
translucency. It gives the façade a light and yet opaque
look. Rodeca offers planners and architects a wide range of
colours for the individual design of the building envelope. In
the “Color”- or “DuoColor”- design series, the translucent
construction elements can be manufactured in any colour
or colour combination. While panels in the “Color”- design
series feature single-colour designs, “DuoColor”-versions are
two-coloured variations with colour separation that occurs
approximately in the middle of the panel. Depending on the
colouration, more or less light can pass through the
panel. For example, the light transmission value of a
fully coloured panel in “crystal” colour is approximately
42 per cent, while the light transmission value is
approximately 18 per cent for panels in “opal”.
PC 2560-12 makes it possible to fully utilize
the façade as a design element. In doing so,
there is no need to compromise on either design
or thermal insulation. Like all Rodeca translucent

The building elements are made of polycarbonate and are characterized in
particular by their translucency. Photo: Rodeca GmbH

panels, PC 2560-12 features the tried-and-tested tongueand-groove connection. Due to the multi-shell structure,
the panels are also very lightweight. In combination
with the compact width of just 50 centimetres, this
guarantees easy handling and rapid installation.
Interested parties can obtain further
information at www.rodeca.de/en/

The translucent building element PC 2560-12 combines
insulation and design. Photo: Rodeca GmbH
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KAWNEER CURTAIN
WALLING HOLDS A
UNIQUE KEY TO A
GATEWAY BUILDING
Fritted glazing is the star at Manchester’s Citylabs 2.0.

T

wo types of curtain walling by leading UK
manufacturer Kawneer met a quartet of
criteria for a new building at the gateway to
Europe’s largest clinical-academic campus.
Kawneer’s AA®110 SSG (Structurally
Silicone Glazed) and AA®110 capped aluminium
curtain walling almost completely wraps the new £25
million Citylabs 2.0 development within the Oxford
Road Corridor innovation district in Manchester.
Citylabs 2.0 is part of a £95 million expansion to the
Citylabs campus which is located at Manchester University
NHS Foundation Trust’s (MFT) Oxford Road hub and is a
partnership between MFT and the UK’s leading property
provider to the science and tech sector, Bruntwood SciTech.
The project builds on the success of Citylabs 1.0 which
opened in 2014 and is fully-let, and Citylabs 2.0 will provide
world-class lab and office space for global diagnostics
company QIAGEN who have 100% pre-let the building for
their Global Centre of Excellence for Precision Medicine.
Kawneer’s AA®110 SSG curtain walling with flush silicone
sightlines has been used throughout, while the AA®110
version with 50mm sightlines features on the ground floor
entrance of the 8,500m2 state-of-the-art building designed
by frequent Kawneer specifiers, architects Sheppard Robson.
The practice conceived Citylabs 2.0 as a block of
accommodation with one elevational treatment, with
recessed areas carved out of the main block clad in
alternative materials. To realise this concept, the main body
was formed in the Kawneer AA®110 flush cap-less curtain
walling, with a digitally printed design to the glazing.
The concrete frame of the building provides clear

Photo: Adrian Lambert
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open floor plates to support different work typologies
while the post-pensioned floor slabs provide clear,
uninterrupted soffits for ease of services distribution.
The recesses at level 5 and the plant room are
clad in ribbed fibre cement panels, the recess on the
Hathersage Road elevation is clad in louvres, and the
recess to the main entrance is the Kawneer full-height
AA®110 curtain walling with accentuated vertical caps.
The set back edges, and entrance canopy soffit, are
clad in a bright coloured red anodized metal panel.
Sheppard Robson associate Mary-Ann Crompton
said: “The sub-contractor chose Kawneer as the best
product to realise the design intent and it achieved the
required performance specification in terms of aesthetics,
thermal, acoustic and movement requirements.”
The AA®110 SSG curtain walling, with its wider 65mm
back box, is typically specified to minimise building
movement and at Citylabs 2.0 was complemented
by the fritted glazing and spandrel panels.
“The existing adjacent buildings are Grade 2 listed
and the cutbacks to Citylabs 2.0 have been organised
to respond to the location and scale of them. The etched
design to the glazing refers to details within the retained
chapel which is to be refurbished as part of further future
developments for Citylabs 3.0,” said Mary-Ann.
She added: “The glazed elements of the curtain walling
form the major component of the elevational design
and has helped to fulfil the aesthetic aspirations for the
project. In addition, aluminium is totally recyclable and
is therefore a good material to use. This characteristic
helps towards achieving a sustainable design.”
The Kawneer systems were installed for main contractor
Sir Robert McAlpine over six months by teams of up to eight
people from Kawneer-approved specialist sub-contractor
and dealer Bennett Architectural Aluminium Solutions.
Director Rob Bennett said: “The project was fully enclosed
in Kawneer curtain wall. It was a large project for us and
had to be installed within 25 weeks. The AA®110 curtain
walling allowed increased building movement capability.
“The glass on it was quite unique. We worked with the
architect and designed a frit pattern that was used as part of
solar control. It has a very unique whirl and is quite striking.”
Mary-Ann said: “We have used Kawneer on many
of our projects over the years and have found that the
technical and sales departments are very helpful with
providing information at the early stages of design.”
Businesses which locate to Citylabs have direct access
to MFT’s specialist clinical resources and expertise from
researchers, clinicians and procurement teams as well as
Bruntwood SciTech’s specialist growth support and events
programme, including access to funding, talent, new
markets and academic connections. www.kawneer.com

CREATING QUIET AND
COMFORTABLE LIBRARY
ENVIRONMENTS
WITH SELECTAGLAZE
SECONDARY GLAZING

W

indows are an important architectural
element of many traditional libraries
but being single glazed they provide
minimal thermal insulation and poor
acoustics. Due to technological and
design advances in recent years, secondary glazing
now provides an attractive and practical solution
to these issues, particularly for Listed buildings
Visitors to libraries expect peace and quiet for reading,
studying and/or research. Selectaglaze secondary glazing
set 100-150mm from the primary window and fitted
with standard glass can reduce noise levels by 42-45dB.
This can be further reduced if thicker glass is used.
Libraries will often own buildings that are Listed
or of historical interest, so any intervention needs to
be sensitive and reversible. Selectaglaze secondary
glazing is designed to create minimal visual impact on
the original windows and building, both internally and
externally. The bespoke units are able to mimic and
flow with the lines of the original windows, including
arched, curved, round and curved on plan.
In the UK we are fortunate to have such a vast collection
of libraries, culturally enriching our lives. Housing priceless
manuscripts and books; many are in architecturally significant
buildings. Most of these are of traditional construction
with original single glazed windows that are not able to
provide adequate security or environmental protection for
what is contained within. Libraries need to protect their
most important assets. These could be highly valuable loan
pieces, so high levels of security are imperative. Guidance
is provided through the Arts Council England, a body that
has been contracted to deliver the Government Indemnity
Scheme on behalf of the Department for Culture, Media
and Sport. There are a range of measures, but traditional
windows feature high on the list as neither the frame nor the
glass were designed to give much resistance to intruders.
Selectaglaze’s challenge at Enfield Town’s Library was
to help bring the original 1912 building up to today’s
demanding standards of thermal and noise insulation while
maintaining the Listed character of its Edwardian facade.
To achieve this, Selectaglaze treated a total of 27
sash windows with a combination of vertical sliding
counter-balanced units and Lift-Out units, thus enhancing
the building’s green credentials and, at the same
time, keeping the noise of the town traffic at bay.
The Grade II Listed Plumstead Library in the Royal
Borough of Greenwich is one of the earliest funded libraries
by Andrew Carnegie, which opened to the public in 1904.
Over the ensuing years, areas of the library were closed
to the public and the building started to fall into a state
of disrepair. Occupying a corner plot on the busy A206,

Plumstead High Street, noise was of great concern. In addition,
the single glazed metal framed original windows did little to
prevent heat loss or draughts. Due to the listing, the original
windows could not be changed, so a reversible adaptation
had to be found. Hawkins Brown Associates approached
Selectaglaze for a bespoke secondary glazed treatment.
On the north elevation, facing the high street, the library
has two sweeping bow windows, which occupy the majority
of the ground floor. On the first floor and the return elevation
facing east, are a number of metal single glazed windows
in various configurations. They allow light to flood the
spaces but did little to help the comfort levels for users.
A total of 63 Selectaglaze units across the 2 facades were
installed, which include Series 10 – 3 pane horizontal sliders,
Series 80 – 3 pane horizontal sliders and more. Each sweeping
bay overlooking the high street were built up with seven
Series 20 vertical sliders, transom coupled to seven Series 45
side hung casements. This configuration complimented the
sightlines of the primary windows and allowed full access for
cleaning, maintenance and natural ventilation if required.
Selectaglaze secondary glazing is fully fabricated inhouse and delivered to site by Selectaglaze installation teams.
Works can be planned for vacant rooms or low occupation
areas during normal hours, whilst busy areas can be dealt
with outside normal working hours. Many schemes will
include wall insulation and the secondary glazing can fit
within this to become an integral part of the overall design.
For further details, visit: www.selectaglaze.co.uk,
T: 01727837271, E: enquiries@selectaglaze.co.uk
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QUALITY IN ALL THINGS,
AIR INCLUDED

“Bring back the
office!” Majority
looking forward to
workplace return,
new research finds.

Erik Boyter, CEO, WindowMaster

T

here’s no doubt Coronavirus has thrown a stark
light onto all aspects of business and industry; from
the way we work right down to the offices we work
in and the transport we take to reach them.
Occupational health is no new issue, whether
it’s a person collecting the bins, a doctor in a hospital,
the teacher in the class or a phone centre operator.
However, the pandemic has opened up a holistic discussion
of how the design of a building, its layout and the various
systems within can also help create a safer workplace.
Air quality is one area which has come under particular
scrutiny, and its effect on staff health and wellbeing.

A

BAD AIR, BAD PERFORMANCE, BAD HEALTH
Fundamentally, poor air quality carries massive risks to
worker welfare. In the short-term it can go relatively undetected,
but it inevitably builds up to cause long-term problems, with
massive personal ramifications. Ailments can include stress,
anxiety, and poor mental health through to serious pulmonary
and respiratory disease and, in the extreme, death.
It’s a common misconception that this is something
limited to those working in traditional, blue collar
industries, white collar workers are equally susceptible.
Unfortunately, recent, UK-specific studies on workplaces
are thin on the ground. Perhaps this will be addressed
in a post-COVID environment when the layout of
commercial interiors will need to drastically change.
However, a Harvard study in April 2020 surveyed over 3,000
workers across 40 buildings and found a staggering 57% of total
sick leave could be attributed back to bad air. Further the same
study found better air quality could translate to an estimated
£4,500 - £5,400 of added annual productivity per employee.
If we take the average salary in the UK is around £36,000, this
accounts as over a month clawed back per person over the course
of a year. In large workforces, that amounts to a considerable sum.
Within the public sector, it’s not only worker health which
needs to be considered but those of the consumer. Hospitals,
schools and administrative buildings witness an influx of people
on a daily basis and poor air circulation in these locations
will inevitably have a negative impact on their health.
Of course, in healthcare facilities, maintaining as sterile
an environment as possible is essential, however, poorly
maintained or inadequate ventilation can lead to all sorts
of problems, including outbreaks of legionnaire’s disease.
In classrooms, it’s now well known that poor air quality
has a detrimental impact of pupil development, reducing
concentration levels and hindering their education.

ADOPTING A PASSIVE APPROACH
As you can see, it’s a serious issue and one which needs
to be addressed through more effective ventilations systems,
which encourage the flow of natural, high quality air.
Furthermore, and equally important, this better air needs to
be delivered in an as much of an eco-friendly way as possible.
We need to view this process as protecting people and the
natural environment too. It goes hand in hand and it’s entirely
achievable as attitudes towards building design change.
Reassuringly, architects and specifiers are becoming more
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aware of the benefits of passive ventilation systems to deliver
on both these requirements, particularly in the public sector.
Essentially passive ventilation is the process of
supplying and removing air from a space, with minimal
or no mechanical aid. It’s a process which harnesses the
potential of natural elements, such as wind and thermal
buoyancy, to circulate air to and from an indoor space.
These ventilation systems work to regulate the internal air
temperature as well as bring fresh air in and send stale air out. This
is largely achieved through the opening and closing of windows
and vents which act as a source of air as well as an exhaust.
When properly controlled, using the latest smart controls, it
delivers better quality, fresh air that flows through the building
without compromising personal comfort. These systems ensure
each room is supplied with the right amount of both cool and
warm air, keeping the temperature constant and at a pleasant
level. This also removes the need to constantly adjust the system.
Ultimately, adoption will improve the mental
and physical health of building occupants, and
increase productivity and concentration levels.
From an environmental perspective it reduces reliance on
carbon-intensive mechanical HVAC systems, significantly reducing
a building’s operational emissions. From a cost perspective, it
requires lower maintenance and reduces utilities bills too.
In line with the government’s drive towards Net Zero
2050, it’s hoped passive ventilation systems will become a
key part of the strategy, making them the norm in our built
environment, opposed to the exception. It’s another step along
the way to halting climate change, ahead of reversing it.

AN ESSENTIAL SUPPORTING PLAYER
For public sector professionals considering incorporating
a passive ventilation system, the good news is that they’re
building agnostic, suitable for any type of enclosed structure.
However, as effective as these systems are, they
shouldn’t be used in isolation. They are best considered
alongside other modern, eco-friendly design and building
techniques, and are particularly effective when used in
conjunction with a ‘fabric first’ approach to building.

Photos: Edward Sumner.

In basic terms, ‘fabric first’ is a building method
in which you look to maximise a building’s thermal
performance through the materials used in the
construction. It exploits the potential of thermal gains,
absorbing them into the structural mass throughout the
day, and releasing accrued heat slowly by night.
Smartly controlled passive ventilation can make this
process even more efficient and effective. If it’s programmed,
and controlled, according to fluctuating indoor and outdoor
conditions it works whatever the weather or climate.
Further, organisations can consider how their HVAC,
passive or otherwise, are powered. Solar technology has
advanced considerably over the last decade and current PV
panels, when strategically placed, have the ability to take full
advantage of the sun when it shines to deliver a reliable source
of electricity. This can potentially produce more than enough
clean energy to power these systems and deliver a comfortable
internal environment where high quality air can freely circulate.
Of course, there is also a retrofit programme to be
undertaken as the main financial and logistical challenge
will be to address existing assets opposed to new builds.
Yes, many public sector buildings will need to
be re-engineered to incorporate more eco-friendly,
efficient and ultimately safer systems like passive
ventilation and high-performance insulation.
It’s now up to the UK Government, working
alongside operators, architects and contractors to
step up and develop a strategy to deliver this green
transformation of our publicly-owned real estate.
Ultimately, the real benefit is to the health of workers,
stakeholders, service users and the wider environment,
which will make this process worthwhile. Not only will
we see a marked improvement in public health, but
also a happier, more focused and more productive
sector workforce. www.windowmaster.com

clear majority of Europeans
(84%) are keen to have the
office back in their lives,
new research has found after a
year of widespread homeworking
instigated by Covid-19.
While more than half of
Europeans (55%) say homeworking
is more enjoyable than office
working, 85% say the office
remains either important or
essential – with a lack of social
interaction and collaborative
working among the most cited
challenges facing homeworkers.
The findings are detailed in a
comprehensive new report released
by Formica Group. Hundreds of workers in six European
countries were questioned to understand the emotional and
professional impacts of the last year, as well as their feelings
ahead of a potential return to office working in 2021.
The report, which includes a series of recommendations
to create offices better equipped to a post-pandemic future,
describes widespread homeworking as “a technological,
management and perhaps most significantly a psychological
challenge”. As a result, face-to-face and collaborative work is
likely to be more valued than ever – with almost seven in 10
(69%) of employees wanting a hybrid working pattern in future.
Jennifer Neale, Marketing Communications Manager
at Formica Group, says: “As the path back to officebased work begins to take shape, this report provides
crucial emotional context around our desire for shared
spaces and professional experiences. It also reveals the
depth and complexity of the challenges facing business
across Europe. With some smart thinking and moves
towards adaptable design, lightweight furniture, stringent
cleaning regimes and guaranteed social distancing, the
future of the office still looks like a long-term winner.”
Nina Bailey, Design Manager at Formica Group, says:
“While some people are satisfied working from home, others
yearn for the collaboration and social elements offered by the
workplace. Employers should aim to create flexibility and offer
spaces for meetings, workshops and catchups. Because as
much as we talk over video calls, it is never quite the same as
face-to-face working. By creating spaces that can be open-plan
enough, the working sense of community can start to rebuild.”
The full report, titled The Office Awaits: Reinventing
the Workplace for a Post-Pandemic Future, is published by
Formica Group and offers a comprehensive insight into
the issues facing employees, architects and designers.
Download the full report now https://www.formica.
com/en-gb/campaigns/laminate-for-the-office-sector
www.formica.com
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REDUCTION, REDUCTION,
REDUCTION
Lynne Snoding, Sector Marketing Manager, Building
Service Contractors, Diversey, UK & Ireland

U

sing less water, energy,
packaging and chemicals
all help to support a more
sustainable approach
to cleaning operations.
Choosing and using the right products
and equipment correctly is always a
good place to start. This will optimise
results and eliminate the need for
supplementary and repeat cleaning
that leads to waste and inefficiency.
Here are a few pointers to some simple
steps that almost any cleaning team can
take to deliver better sustainability.
Water: saving water is always a
good objective but heating it also uses
energy, costs money, and generates
CO2 emissions. Replacing wet-mopping
with microfibre alternatives can reduce
water consumption by up to 95 per cent.
Scrubber driers also clean floors with less
water (and chemicals) than traditional
techniques. Adopt better laundry and
dishwash management systems to control
water and energy usage. Dosing and
dilution control systems help reduce water
usage when used with ultra-concentrates.
Energy: consider swapping to products
and formulations that work at lower
temperatures. Switch to latest-generation
scrubber driers or vacuum cleaners that are
more energy-efficient. Maintain equipment
such as dishwashers and floorcare
machines correctly to prevent inefficiencies
that waste energy and cause breakdowns.
Packaging: using ultra-concentrates
instead of ready-to-use products can reduce
packaging by up to 98.5%. This is because
water is added at the point of use rather
than place of manufacture. Responsible
manufacturers will, wherever possible, use
recycled and/or recyclable materials in their packaging.
Products: getting a job done right first time reduces
wasted time and wasted product. Multipurpose formulations
can simplify processes and reduce waste because fewer
solutions are needed to complete more daily cleaning
tasks. Dosing and dilution control systems ensure the right
amount of product is used every time, reducing waste.
These are just a few of the many ways in which cleaning
teams can introduce improved sustainability into their
operations. Reputable suppliers will be able to advise on
suitable products and equipment – and combinations – to
achieve the best results and outcomes. They will also be able
to support their claims with evidence and documentation.
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ORBIT PLEDGES
COMMITMENT TO SOCIAL
SUPPLIERS WITH THE
LAUNCH OF A NEW
PROCUREMENT PLATFORM

A
About Diversey in the UK: Combined in April 2018,
Diversey and Zenith Hygiene Group is the UK and
Ireland’s largest integrated manufacturer and supplier of
cleaning and hygiene solutions. Building on decades of
shared expertise and experience, the new group provide
a total solution approach to customers of all sizes and
sectors; this includes, chemicals, cleaning tools, floor
care machines, hygiene paper, and related services. The
new Diversey UK&I’s success is driven by translating a
belief that cleaning and hygiene are life essentials into
a commitment to educate, support and safeguard their
customers’ businesses. Delivering a world class customer
service, technical application expertise, and local onsite
support. For more information, visit www.diversey.co.uk

new, innovative open access procurement
platform has been launched by Orbit and
Supply Change – a social procurement
provider – to connect suppliers and buyers to
deliver commercial value and social impact.
The new Social Supplier Dynamic Purchasing
System (DPS) allows buyers to source goods and
services from suppliers who can deliver a quality
service and a positive impact, such as social
enterprises, charities and sheltered workshops.
Compliant with UK legislation, the platform
will allow buyers from both public and private
sectors to source supply partners for smaller
and lower value goods and services.
Buyers interested in procuring via this DPS
must fill in an invitation to tender which will be sent
electronically to all suppliers on the DPS within the
specific category they have a requirement for, allowing
them to submit their costs, availability, timescale and
any other conditions set out in the invitation. A suitable
supplier can then be chosen to provide the goods.
Sam Scharf, Director of Communities and
Sustainability at Orbit, commented: “As an organisation,
we have a strong social purpose and are committed
to working with Social Enterprises to empower local
economies, support society and create employment
opportunities. We are now spending close to £2 million
per annum and are actively looking to increase the
percentage of spend with social enterprises. This new
platform will allow us to do just this, but we also wanted

to open up the opportunity for others to do the same.
“Buyers who use the platform will be able to
easily access social suppliers and charities who can
support them in meeting their Environmental, Social,
and Corporate Governance commitments while
increasing the social value in their supply chain.”
CEO and co-founder at Supply Change, Beth
Pilgrim, added: “Supply Change is delighted to be
partnering with Orbit to launch this DPS. Supply
Change’s mission is to increase the number of social
enterprises in public and private sector supply chains
by connecting buyers to suppliers who can deliver
excellent work and social or environmental value.
“This DPS removes many of the barriers faced
by social enterprises when accessing public sector
procurement, by giving them the opportunity to
bid for suitable contracts with buyers who want
to deliver impact to local communities.
“We’ve already had great early engagement in the
DPS which is an encouraging indicator of the potential
impact the platform will have. Greater spending with
social enterprises means more money reinvested back
into local economies, job creation and many more
benefits for communities. In the long term we hope that
the DPS will contribute to making social procurement
the norm across the public and private sectors.”
For further information about the Social
Supplier Dynamic Purchasing System, visit
www.supplychange.co.uk/dps
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BYWATERS A NEW WORLD OF WASTE

Public Sector Sustainability Association

W

aste management isn’t an issue that’s usually
at the forefront of people’s minds, which is
actually a little strange when you think about
it. It’s an essential part of the way we live and
something everyone interacts with every day.
But most people don’t spend a lot of time considering what
happens to their waste after it’s been thrown in the bin.
For companies operating waste management and
recycling services, it’s important to be continually innovating
and devising new solutions to meet customer demands for
both good value and sustainable waste provision. Bywaters is
one such company, a family- owned recycling business which
has been rooted in London’s East End since the 1950s.

HOW THE WASTE MANAGEMENT
INDUSTRY HAS CHANGED
During the nearly 70 years Bywaters has been providing
waste management services in London, there have been
significant shifts in both international recycling infrastructure
development and consumer demand for sustainability.
The renewed focus in recycling this brought about was
complemented by Bywaters building a state-of-the-art Materials
Recovery Facility in 2006 at a new site in Bow. Today, that
facility sorts 125,000 tonnes of waste a year into more than
eight individual waste streams, ensuring all waste is sent
to the correct facilities for recycling or energy recovery.
As customer demand has moved towards all-round
sustainability, Bywaters has continued to invest in making
its services more environmentally friendly. In 2015, the
company installed 4,000 solar panels to the roof of its
facility and more recently every dustcart in their fleet
was upgraded to meet Euro 6 emissions standards.
Edward Van Reenen, associate director for sustainability at
Bywaters, has been encouraged seeing these trends develop.
“The ongoing rise in interest in sustainability is inspired by a
whole host of social and cultural factors. Influences range from
Blue Planet and Sir David Attenborough to the climate strikes
and Greta Thunberg. As a result, environmental awareness is
higher now among clients and consumers than ever,” he says.

WEIGHING TECHNOLOGY
AND DATA COLLECTION
As recycling has become more accepted as part of daily life,
consumers, now look for more from their providers. Bywaters’
response has been to invest in a variety of sustainability
innovations and work with their clients to bring about changes
that go above and beyond increasing recycling rates.
In the age of big data, clients in every sector are looking
for services with a demonstrable impact. Bywaters provides
this for clients through precise weighing technology providing
accurate weights for all waste produced by tenants within
multi-tenanted buildings. This gives customers a level of
information to which they have never previously had access.
Using this data, Bywaters is able to discover which
parts of each building are underperforming, and introduce
targeted measures to make sure resources and time
are efficiently used where they’re needed most.
In addition to using this weighing technology,
Bywaters provides up-to-the-minute reporting of all
waste production and environmental key performance
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indicators through its bespoke reporting platform, the
Bywaters Reporting Analytics Dashboard (BRAD).
Making sense of big data also means measuring
environmental impact. One of the key features of BRAD
demonstrates tangible benefits of sustainable waste management
by tracking CO2 savings associated with increased recycling
rates and diverting non-recyclable waste for energy recovery.

The Public Sector Sustainability Association
(PSSA) provides a professional association and
network for all those working in the Public
Sector who have a common interest in
sustainability. The aim of the association is to
bring together a wide group of people working
across all areas of the Public Sector – to help
educate, train, support and connect as we
work towards a more sustainable future.

COFFEE CUP RECYCLING
As part of Bywaters’ commitment to providing innovative
recycling solutions, the company was recently awarded
a grant from the Cup Fund to install reverse vending
machines and other coffee cup recycling infrastructure
across the campuses of three London universities.
The Cup Fund is the UK’s largest grant fund to support
projects that boost coffee cup recycling. The fund is provided by
environmental charity Hubbub and supported by donations from
Starbucks introducing a 5p charge for single-use coffee cups.
Bywaters’ associate director for corporate social responsibility
(CSR) Siân Glover says of the project: “It’s fantastic to introduce
new recycling streams for our clients in the education sector and
to install interactive equipment, such as reverse vending machines,
to engage students and staff with sustainability initiatives.”

PARTNERSHIPS AND CSR
Sustainability is a global issue and clients now
expect to make an international impact with their
CSR initiatives. Bywaters works with clients to sponsor
initiatives both in London and around the world.
Bywaters recently joined forces with Sky Ocean Rescue
and Sky TV to tour a 10 metre long plastic whale around
the UK. Named ‘Plasticus’, the whale was made from half
a tonne of single-use plastic recovered by its materials
recovery facility. The whale’s weight was symbolic of the
amount of plastic entering the oceans every second, adding
up to an unbelievable 8 million tonnes each year.
Closer to home, the company provides financial support
and staff volunteering hours for FoodCycle, a charity
that prepares free meals for the hungry and the lonely
across England using surplus food, and also supports the
London Wildlife Trust, preserving local biodiversity.
Associate director, commercial, at Bywaters Sam
Fairservice concludes: “This is the new world of waste.
Bywaters understands that in the 21st century, it’s not enough
simply to provide first-class recycling services, you have to
take an all-round approach to sustainability and work with
clients to achieve those goals.” www.bywaters.co.uk

Corporate membership of the Public Sector Sustainability Association is
available to any private sector organisation wishing to reach committed and
influencial sustainability professionals in Government, Local Authorities,
NHS, Education and Housing Associations.
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•
•
•
•
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE

CODELOCKS HELPS BUSINESSES PREPARE
FOR REOPENING WITH NEW KITLOCK
Simple access control solutions for the
workplace, gym or education facilities.

C

odelocks has expanded its KitLock range, giving customers
a wider choice of keyless access solutions for cabinets and
lockers. The new KL15 Public Function KitLock by Codelocks
is ideal for multiple users who require access to shared storage.
The KL15 Public Function mechanical lock enables
users to access a secure space, for example a locker in
a school or gym, without the inconvenience of coins and
keys. Each user enters a personal four-digit code to lock
the unit. The same code is entered only once to open the
lock and then remains unlocked for the next user.
KL15 mechanical locks are straightforward to install and can
either be surface mounted, so that the trim plate offers an easy grip
handle allowing effortless opening, or flush mounted for a sleek
and stylish appearance. The lock features an anti-vandal handle
and is suitable for indoor and outdoor applications. For end users
there is an optional override key for lost and forgotten codes.
Colin Campbell, Managing Director at Codelocks said: “Building
on the success of the KL15 Private Function lock we introduced at
the end of 2020, we identified a growing demand for an affordable
multiple occupancy solution. The KitLock by Codelocks range
is very popular with customers who value the convenience and
simplicity of keyless access and the KL15 Public Function is perfect
for applications where a number of people regularly access storage
in locations such as workplaces, schools, hospitals or sports clubs.”
“With hybrid working looking popular for the future, we will see
businesses adapt workspaces for the phased return of employees.

This will mean
there will be
need for less
person-toperson contact
and demand
for secure,
temporary
storage
that can be
accessed
without
administration
from facilities
management.
Business owners will also be looking for ways to reduce the
spread of COVID-19 – including using new technology.”
Customers can choose to add Clean by Codelocks, an
optional antibacterial finish which protects against viruses,
bacteria and environmental toxins. The clear coating has been
shown to be highly effective at eliminating the SARS-CoV-2
coronavirus and can reduce bacterial growth by 99.96%*.
For more information on KL15 Public Function KitLock, visit
www.codelocks.co.uk/kl15-kitlock-mechanical-combinationlock

Berry Systems design and install cladding
for Colchester Hospital car park

W

hen the demand for additional staff car parking
spaces at Colchester Hospital created the need
for an extra level to be added, Berry Systems were
employed to design, supply and install the cladding with
very specific safety and aesthetic requirements to meet.
An extra 152 spaces have been created by the
project, which became necessary after the previous
car park was changed to patient only last year.
The main contractors, Ballast Nedam Parking, called upon Berry
for the timber cladding for the car park. Over 1,500 Brunneatreated vertical fins were sourced from PEFC & FSC certified
suppliers, offering a 30-year warranty against fungal decay.
The car park required some specific industry standards
associated with adjacent structures, using their extensive range
of supply chain contacts, Berry managed to find a suitable
composite panel system to achieve the employers’ requirements.
“It was fantastic to work alongside Ballast Nedam Parking
on this project at Colchester Hospital,” says James Fildes,
Bid and Proposals Manager, at Berry Systems. “We used our
specialist knowledge in cladding to install over 1,500 timber
fins to transform the exterior aesthetics of the car park.
“One major benefit of using the selected composite panel
product was that its flexibility in design meant we could fix the timber
fins onto the outside cladding to maintain a consistent appearance
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for the entire
perimeter
of the car
park, and
successfully
delivering the
employers
requirements.
“Early
contractor
engagement is
a key function
to delivering
projects
on time
and on budget. With the service offering from Berry Systems and
commitment to the transport and infrastructure sector, we aim to
excel in meeting client expectations, with continual improvements
and business development being a key focus to servicing our clients.
“The Colchester Hospital project shows our ability to
take advantage of our extensive industry knowledge to
provide suitable car parking solutions and install them to an
exceptional standard.” https://www.berrysystems.co.uk/

CUSTOMISED FLOORS AND WALLS FROM
ALTRO: THE ULTIMATE DESIGN FREEDOM

I

nnovative new Altro Custom floors and walls allow you to create
unique spaces exactly as you want them – delivering total creative
freedom with the quality you expect from Altro. Upload your own
designs online via Altro’s step-by-step Custom service or choose
from a collection of images and patterns – the options are limitless.
Altro Custom launches at the same time as the new Altro
Operetta, Altro Orchestra and Altro Serenade ranges, which
have natural shades in design options that borrow the visual
benefits of carpet, stone and tiles, without the associated
hygiene issues. Altro’s newest ranges are shaped by customer
feedback and inspired by the ethos of the Bauhaus, a stone’s
throw from the company’s German manufacturing site.
As with all innovations from Altro, it’s not only about looks:
Altro Custom floors and walls have the performance you
expect. New Altro Orchestra Custom has 15dB impact sound
reduction and comfort underfoot with excellent resistance to
residual indentation. Altro Whiterock Digiclad (Custom) is the
tried and trusted wall cladding system that you already know.
Your vision – a design or photographic image - is turned into
reality using UV cured inks onto an Altro Whiterock sheet.
Hard-coat technology provides scratch-resistant properties for
added surface protection of your chosen print or design.
A new ordering portal guides customers through the process
of creating a customer floor or all, one step at a time, with
guidance on file requirements, plus previews along the way. If you
want the ‘wow’ factor but don’t have your own design, the Altro
collection, which will be regularly updated, has multiple choices.
To develop the new Altro Operetta, Altro Orchestra and Altro
Serenade looks, Altro worked closely with customers, design
specialists and industry leaders to hear latest trends and challenges.
This collaborative way of working has resulted in new weave-style
and terrazzo patterns. Drawing from water, rocks, foliage and
weather, the new palette features greens, blues, greys and earthy
tones, each discussed and honed with these customers and partners.
Launched four years ago, Altro Operetta, Altro Orchestra
and Altro Serenade have been installed in multiple application
areas across the globe. These floors offer different levels of
impact sound reduction and comfort underfoot and share a
number of shades and designs, so you can have the technical
performance you need, where you need it. These options allow a
designer to achieve fluidity thorough a building, be it matching or
coordinating the look, without compromising on the performance
benefits that would create a better experience for the end user.
Over time, trends and needs change and for a flooring range

to stay fit for purpose, it needs to change too – particularly a
range designed for hospitals, care homes, hospitality, education,
offices and social housing – all areas where user wellbeing is
key. Product development in recent times has been different
to any other year, but video technology came into its own and
allowed Altro to collaborate even more widely, working with
overseas designers quickly and easily, giving a broader view.
The new Altro Operetta, Altro Orchestra and Altro Serenade
ranges include natural shades with design options that borrowed
the visual benefits of carpet, stone and tile, without the hygiene
issues that these finishes carry. Additions include a weave-style
pattern layered with two tonal colours to give the perception
of texture and depth, and enabling design flexibility when it
comes to contrasting with or matching the surrounding décor.
Another new addition is the terrazzo look, emulating the
sophistication of tiles but bringing in more richness and warmth.
The beauty of this tonal pattern type is that it can look muted
or bold simply by changing the contrast of shades used.
Balancing form and function, Altro also looked closely
at the performance of these floors. The answer to ‘what do
you look for in your flooring?’ put the spotlight on looking
good for longer and hygiene – something that, in 2020,
became top of everyone’s mind. Altro looked at making the
cleaning process even easier, resulting in a reduced emboss
on the three floors to ensure even less dirt build-up.
Altro Operetta is 2mm thick with 4dB sound reduction, Altro
Orchestra is 2.85mm thick with 15dB sound reduction and
comfort underfoot and Altro Serenade is 3.9mm thick with 19dB
acoustic performance and comfort underfoot. www.altro.co.uk

NEW AIR SAMPLER IS
FREE FOR BUSINESSES

T

echnology Care LLC is providing free air sampling kits at no cost or obligation to
businesses worldwide interested in monitoring bioaerosols, airborne asbestos, mold,
bacteria, PM10, PM2.5 and other airborne contaminants at the workplace.
AirGerm™ test kits are provided to businesses at no cost or obligation. To use, a credit
card sized sampler is placed on a flat surface for 1 to 30 days and then sent to a laboratory
with the post paid mailer. When the sampler arrives at the laboratory, a notification
email is sent. An easy to understand test report can then be purchased that corresponds
to the ISO 14644-1 standard and shows bioaerosols corresponding to CFU/m3.
Free AirGerm™ kits can be ordered at: www.airgerm.com
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